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The Other Heading: Husserl, Spirit, Crisis
By MichaelJ. McGandy
Fordham University
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The crisis of European existence can end in only one of two ways: in
the ruin of a Europe alienated from its rational sense of life, fallen into
a barbarian hatred of spirit; or in the rebirth of Europe from the spirit
of philosophy, through a heroism of reason that will definitely overcome naturalism. Europe's greatest danger is weariness.
- Edmund Husserl, Vienna Lecture
We are younger than ever, we Europeans, since a certain Europe does
not yet exist. Has it ever existed? And yet we are like these young .
people who get up, already old and tired. We are already exhausted.
-Jacques Derrida, The Other Heading
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The question of the Vienna Lecture is posed once again: what is to become
of the project of European humanity? In May of 1935, in a soon to be provincial
capital of the German Reich, Husserl spoke against a barbarism that had turned
itself away from the origin of Europe and thus forsook the spiritual telos of
European humanity. In the wake of Husserl's death that barbarism fell upon all
of the territories surrounding Berlin, resulting in a global strife in which the
question of the European identity would be exiled for near half a century. Yet,
in this last decade of the twentieth century, both the fire and ice of that global
conflict have receded. Europe now stands free-appears to stand free and
once again questions can be asked meaningfully regarding what the continent
is and what it could be in the future. The question thus remains: what is to
become of the project of European humanity? However, while this question of
Husserl's is of vital importance once again, we can perhaps now begin to ask
what, exactly, the meaning of posing this question is.
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This reversal of the point of the question is of philosophic and political
significance. It is the question posed by one philosopher, Derrida, to another,
Husserl, across time and across tradition regarding the very standing of the

phenomenological project, its logical form, and its ontological presuppositions.1Our asking is philosophical in that, insofar as we examine the character
of Husserl's question, we will be examining the question of "being."2 The asking
is political, however, in that it reorients our perspective on the very prospect of
a European project. The question mark no longer abides at the end of the
, interrogative sentence, but moves forward and places itself next to humanity?,
European?, project? Our question, Derrida's question, comes toward the interlocutor and asks him, not to justify a possible answer to his own question, but
to justify the question itself. Our asking is political because the very p utting of
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